"I learned that courage was not the absence of fear, but the triumph over it."

- Nelson Mandela
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Boys and girls all over the world are a little worried about coronavirus, also known by its code name COVID 19.

COVID 19 sounds a bit like a mission in a spy movie, doesn’t it? So what’s the fuss? And why is every channel on TV showing this thing?

The playgrounds are closed. The movie theatres are closed. Even the video game store is closed! Is the world coming to an end?
Adults who are close to us are the best source of information.

That could be your mom, dad or even a teacher.
Viruses aren’t new. They have lived among us for many, many years and anyone in any part of the world can catch one. That is why we have always practiced washing our food and washing our hands before eating food. But some viruses are new and that prevents us from fully preparing for them. This is what makes coronavirus such a big deal—we did not prepare for a new virus. Imagine coronavirus like a microscopic burglar trying to get into your body to make you sick. If it does get inside your body you have what is called an immune system to fight against it.
Your immune system is so advanced!

It consists of white blood cells that are like superheroes keeping watch in your blood and waiting to attack invaders, like viruses and bacteria.

Your immune system gets even stronger when you eat your fruits and veggies and other healthy foods that are full of vitamins and minerals!
But what happens when your immune system has a hard time fighting off coronavirus?

Many kids don't feel any different at all and some might feel a little sick.

Coronavirus can cause a fever, a stomach ache and make us cough and sneeze. If you feel sick, tell your parents.
All of us have a role to play in stopping coronavirus. The best way to get rid of pesky viruses is by washing your hands as often as you can with soap and water while you sing the happy birthday song—so that you spend at least 30 seconds washing.

Does it really take 30 seconds to sing the birthday song? Go ahead, try it!
Coronavirus is spread through droplets in the air released by people who are infected by the virus — when they cough and sneeze. Because these droplets can get on your hands, you should try to keep your hands off your face and out of your mouth. Many people choose to cover their nose and mouth with a mask.

If you have to cough or sneeze, do it in your elbow and try not to touch others or get too close to them because you never know if they might be sick. This is called social distancing.
The great news is we live in a world that is smart and tough. As a matter of fact the world has seen pandemics* like coronavirus before! All the right people are working to fight coronavirus around the clock to keep us safe.

*A pandemic is when a disease is spread to a lot of people throughout the world.
So remember, you don’t have to worry.

We’re all in this together.
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Boys and girls all over the world are a little worried about coronavirus, also known by its codename COVID 19. COVID 19 sounds a bit like a mission in a spy movie, doesn’t it? So what’s the fuss? And why is every channel on TV showing this thing? The playgrounds are closed. The movie theatres are closed. Even the video game store is closed! IS the world coming to an end? No it’s not and this book will tell you what coronavirus is, what the symptoms are and why you shouldn’t be worried.